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Abstract
Web sessions is a sequence of requests sent to the database system 
by a user or an application to complete certain task. Session 
identification is a main task in preprocessing of database trace 
logs used for discovering useful patterns. The performance of 
database systems is improved by discovered patterns through 
getting predicted queries and rewriting the current query or 
conducting effective cache replacement. To overcome the above 
mentioned problem a novel session identification method uses an 
online incremental learning approach which provides more strong 
outcomes for identifying session boundaries compared to ordinary 
timeout methods. It is named as (DS-OILSD) because it selects 
threshold automatically  based on the Standard Deviation then it is 
applied for Dynamic web log Session identification based on the 
Online Incremental Learning (DS-OIL) approach. Session records 
in the database trace logs files doesn’t mine efficiently the frequent 
pattern mining in online incremental learning. An Enhanced 
Apriori Algorithm(EAA) is proposed to perform frequent itemset 
generation. The goal of EAA is optimization of the initial iterations 
of Apriori, which are the most time consuming ones because of 
considering the characterization of datasets by short or medium 
length frequent patterns. The innovative method is used for storing 
candidate set of items and counting their support, and the pruning 
techniques significantly reduce the size of the dataset as execution 
progresses are two main improvements. Multiple Projection Rule 
Pruning Algorithm (MPRPA) is used to create rule for frequent 
mined itemset. This algorithm arranges the rules in ascending 
order of support and confidence thresholds which is found from 
automatic support method based on the assumption that rules 
with high support and confidence values will have excellent 
information. The experimental results shows that the EAA method 
for frequent itemset generation for sessions identified from OLTP 
database application for characteristics analysis of web logs is 
effective and provides finest outcome when compared to Apriori 
and modified Apriori algorithm. 
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I. Introduction
In Recent years there is lot of internet usage and web browsing; 
web servers generate log files which contain enormous amounts 
of web usage data that is potentially valuable for understanding 
the behaviour of website visitors [1]. Web usage mining is an 
important sub-area  [2], in which one can discover web usage 
patterns from web log data. Web log data is generally noisy and 

very ambiguous, because there is a potential for discovering useful 
structure in the interactions between a web site and its users. 
Web logs record consists of users’ requests to a web server [3]
[4], which are grouped into usage session in order to find useful 
patterns from this vast amount of information. A user may have a 
single session or multiple sessions during a period of time. Once 
these atomic sessions have been identified, web usage mining 
algorithms discovers common usage patterns among sessions. 
The most commonly used session identification method which 
is difficult to set the time threshold is called timeout [5]. The 
proposed method is based on statistical language models that are 
used to detect session boundaries in Web logs [7]. Identification 
of session boundaries does not depend on any time intervals. On 
other hand, web users’ browsing behaviors can be determined by 
analyzing the traversal patterns in web server’s log.
Frequent traversal pattern’s mining is one of the most important 
techniques in web usage mining. The Apriori algorithm [8-9] 
is a decisive algorithm and used to discover frequent patterns. 
“Apriori” algorithm is based on the fact that the algorithm utilizes 
prior knowledge of frequent patterns properties, which means all 
nonempty subsets of a frequent pattern, must also be frequent.
FP-growth [10] is another representative frequent pattern mining 
algorithm. FP-growth adopts a pattern-growth approach and 
divide-and-conquer strategy in search. In [11] Apriori-All and GSP 
algorithms are proposed to mine sequential patterns from spatio-
temporal event data sets. Although a variety of measures and rule 
pruning methods have been applied to association rule mining 
of web usage data, extracting useful information from the set of 
generated association rules remains a difficult task [12-13].
The goal of this work is to study and overcome the problems of 
FP algorithm existing session identification methods by proposing 
Enhanced Apriori Algorithm (EAA) is proposed to investigate how 
effective association rules can be when discovering potentially 
useful information in the web log data of OLTP database application. 
Another goal of this study was to investigate what needs to be 
done with a set of association rules generated by the rule pruning 
algorithm, so that extracting useful knowledge from the web log 
data becomes a task worth carrying out. The experimental work 
also investigates the effects of various apriori algorithm choices 
for statistical language models.

II. Related Work 
In [14] survey of different algorithms and methods which are used 
to find frequent patterns is presented. Algorithms and descriptions 
for AprioriTid, AprioriHybrid, Continuous Association Rule 
Mining Algorithm (CARMA), Eclat algorithm, and Direct hashing 
and Pruning (DHP) algorithm are explained. Sequence mining uses 
an improved version of original Apriori-All algorithm which is 
described in [15]. The algorithm is efficient in decreasing the size 
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of candidate set to reduce the number of database scanning.  The 
temporal concept introduced in [16] addition to the normal support 
and confidence and it has the minimum interval width. Thus, a 
rule is considered when there is sufficient support or temporal 
support. In order to improve the efficiency of generating rules 
and modify the Apriori logic, different works are reported in the 
literature. The efficiency is improved by scanning the database 
in forward and backward directions by using enhanced version 
of Apriori algorithm which is presented in [17]. 
Xiang-wei Liu et.al [18] presented an improved association rule 
mining algorithm in which hash tree is used to reduces scanning 
time of candidate sets. Another version of Apriori is reported in 
[19] as an algorithm called IApriori algorithm, which optimizes 
the join procedure of frequent item sets generated to reduce the 
size of the candidate item sets. In [20] to save time and increasing 
efficiency, an algorithm is used to scan the database only once to 
generate a frequent item sets. These methods even though focused 
on reducing time and space, desires enhancement.[21] presents an 
approach to reduce time and the repetitive scanning of database 
that contains the web usage information and candidate set pruning. 
However the great disadvantage of the algorithm is, it produces 
the partial result with a limited set of information. If the hash entry 
does not have minimum support, a Direct Hashing and Pruning 
(DHP) algorithm is developed in [22] that reduce candidate set’s 
size through filtering any k-item set with respective to the hash 
table. It is clear that more attention is required to address the 
issues related to reduce the number of database scan, and also to 
reduce memory space with less execution speed. These limitations 
and other related issues forced us to continue the research work 
in this area. 

III. Proposed Enhanced Apriori Algorithm and Rule 
Pruning  Methodology
In this paper a frequent item set generation called EAA is proposed 
for solving the Frequent Set Counting problem. An innovative 
method is used for storing candidate set of items and counting 
their support, and then to reduce size of the dataset significantly 
as execution progresses, the development of effective MPRPA is 
utilized. Mining task is improved by using two frequently used 
pruning algorithms, which are Automated Support Confidence 
based Pruning (ASCP) and Chi-Square Pruning (CSP). The major 
objective of the this work not only solves the problem of dynamic 
web log session identification, but also performs frequent item set 
mining task for web log session identification results for database 
trace log files. Some additional steps are carried out to increase 
the pattern discovery results which is illustrated in Fig. 1 and 
described as follows.

A. Preprocessing of Database Trace Log Files
Web information is heterogeneous and semi structured or 
unstructured in nature. Due to this heterogeneity a web log file 
may consists of some unwanted log entries which are not useful 
for web mining. Because of this reason, preprocessing of log 
file becomes an important requirement for discovering the well-
informed patterns. The raw click stream data is transformed into 
a set of user profiles through preprocessing, which enables the 
translation of the unprocessed data which is collected from server 
log files into useful data idea. Data preprocessing consists of three 
sub-phases: data identification, data cleaning and parsing.
Identifying the users from each log entry
In order to make a connection by a single user at the establishment 
of the connection, user id and password are submitted. Thus, the 

requirements from the links that have the same user id belong to 
the same user.

Fig. 1: Flow Diagram for Proposed Methodology

Many different SQL queries in a given log file have similar query 
formats. For example, queries “select name from profile where 
id=1” and “select name from profile where id=2” only differ in 
the value part, and they are the same kind of user request.  By 
replacing each SQL query template is replaced by a label that can 
obtain a sequence of each user request labels, which is the input 
of the session identification program. 

Parsing 
Access database trace log file on the server side contains web 
log information of user that opened a dynamic session. These 
database trace log files include the list of items that a user agent 
has accessed. The database trace log format of the file is CERN 
(Common Log Format), which includes special record formats.  
Microsoft SQL Profiler is used to collect the log file. The log 
entry contains information about the corresponding SQL query, 
such as the Query content (Sql), Beginning time (StartTime), 
Finishing time (EndTime) ,Connection id (Spid), Request method 
(GET or POST),  Success of return code and Number of bytes 
transmitted. In this context, the information that is going to be 
extracted is defined as the click - stream in a user dynamic session 
for a particular web server with user given query. Also the parser 
described below transforms a set of database trace log files, DTL, 
expressed as, DTL = {DTL1,..DTLi,…DTLL }, 
|DL|: The number of database trace log fields in each session, 
DL{IPi, sql, starttimei, endtimei, spid, GETi, CODEi, BYTESi, 
password}, each web log session contains IPi, PAGESi, sqli that 
are navigated in that session, DLS = (DLS1,…DTSi,…DTSL),  
∀i≤|DLS|,  PAGESI=(URLi-1,…URLi-k)

Algorithm 1: Parsing
DTL = {DTL1,…DTLi,…DTLL}
|DL|: The number of database trace log fields in each session
∆t: time period
DLS = (DLS1,…DTSi,…DTSL),∀i ≤ |DLS|
Input : DTL,|DTL|,∆t, output: DLS,|DLS| 
Function Log_parser(|DLS|,DLS,∆t) 
  For each DLi of DL
    If methods is ‘GET’ and URLi is WEBPAGE // 1. If
        If ∃DLSk∈ opensessions with IPk = IPi, sql then// 2.if
           If ((timei-endtimei))<∆t) then //3.if
                   DLSk=(IPk, PAGESk∪URLi)
          Else 
              Close_session(DLSk)
              Open _session(IPi,URLk)
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             End if //end of 3,if
            Else 
              Open _session (IPi, URLk)

            End if//end of 2,if
           End if // end of 3,if 
End for 

Function EndTime returns the maximum time detected in the 
page set of corresponding session. Function CLOSE_SESSION 
removes corresponding session from Open_sessions set. Function 
OPEN_SESSION adds corresponding session to open sessions set. 
When an URLi is being considered the algorithm checks whether 
the given URL is in valid format. The algorithm discards the 
corresponding log entry if any incomplete or invalid format URL 
is found.

Data Cleaning 
Graphic file requests, agent/spider crawling etc. could be easily 
detached by only looking for HTML files requests. Normalization 
of URL‟s is often required to make the requests consistent.   

B. Dynamic web log Session identification based on the 
Online Incremental Learning
Proposed DS-OILSD work majorly consists of two steps, one 
for general incremental learning methods for dynamic session 
identification of user, then second step should be the standard 
deviation based automatic threshold function for web log session 
identification. In first steps of the work uses the general procedure 
of the incremental learning algorithm for dynamic session 
identification based on the text corpus  for each user session with 
their words .

General incremental learning model for dynamic session 
identification -Purpose Language Model  
In this proposed DS-OILSD, the probability values for each 
text corpus Tc with word is represented as Tc = w1,..wn, which is 
determined as follows,

 (1)

The aim of DS-OILSD is to find out the related user session 
identification and recognize the dynamic session for each text 
corpus  for input 

   (2)

DS-OILSD framework uses the concept of Katz smoothing [23] 
for web log session identification which is defined as follows

 (3)

where C(⋅) is denoted as the total number of the  count for specific 
event of web log session series, r is denotes as the number of times 
the selected word is occurring the text corpus,  α(wi-2, wi-1) and dr 

be the  smoothing parameters for web log session identification 
that  is dynamically changed if the searching is increases  than the 
training dataset samples for web log session identification. MAP 
estimation is done to solve the problem for dynamic changes of 
session which is written as follows,
 ϕ={λhw│w∈W, h∈H}   (4)
where W denotes the set of all possible words from the text corpus 
of  user session trace log files  and H is denoted as the set of user 
database trace log files  histories {h}, ϕ is defined as the web log 
session identification observed results for X data, which maximizes 
the posterior probability P(ϕ|X), is described as follows,

   (5)

where X is the training dataset samples which is composed from 
database trace log files which is  used for MAP adaptation and 
P(ϕ) posterior probability for observed samples is described as 
follows, 

   (6)

where k is a constant and αhw-1 is denoted as the hyper parameter 
for dynamic web log session identification from n-gram model  
(hw) occurring word count for specific user session event TC   
in the training dataset samples as

   (7)
λhw is determined as, 

    (8)

Known text corpus data for user session database trace log files 
  is the word count value occurred for web log user session 

history (hw), is described as follows,

   (9)

From the above equations, equation (5) is reformulated as, 

 (10)

     (11)

  (12)

During the web search engine ,assumes it that the present user 
modifies some words w1,…wn in the user session sequence, but the 
percentage value for session identification is also highly changed, 
the original P(ϕ)posterior probability for observed samples is 
reformulated and modified based on the changed word counts to 
manage this problem, consequently Equation (12) be supposed 
to be modified as,

  (13)
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From the equation (13) the parameter α will be automatically 
changed when the number of the session and queries given 
by user is dynamically increased. So the parameter α will be 
determined based on the highest probability value for dynamic 
session identification, which is determined using the following 
equation (14),  

 (14)

where αmin and αmax is denoted as the maximum and minimum value 
for dynamic web log session identification which is decided based 
on the standard deviation. It is calculated based on the highest 
posterior probability value determined from MAP estimation 
function for both online and offline manner. 

Automatic selection of threshold for dynamic session 
identification based on the standard deviation
In the experimentation work the standard deviation value of the 
present session and next session deviation is measured based on 
the following function defined as, 

    (15)

where S0 is denotes as the series of request which is given by user 
in specific time and S1 is denoted as the series of request which 
is given by user and followed from S0 session of test samples. In 
equation (15), the automatic standard deviation threshold value 
is determined as follows,

   (16)

Where σ is the standard deviation for each user session, P(w│h) 
be the probability value for single user session  mean 
probability value for all user session for identification , n be the 
number of session in the database trace log files. 

C. Enhanced Apriori Algorithm (EAA)
A new Enhanced Apriori Algorithm (EAA) is proposed for 
effective pattern discovery.  The following algorithm 2 shows the 
pseudo code of the EAA, which uses the direct count technique. 
First the frequent itemset counters used for the pruning of the rules 
(line 1) is updated.The pseudo code for subroutine Global rules 
(GR1,WLF1) handles the vector of Number of web log items (wlm) 
frequent itemset count as Gk [.] and simply the frequent itemset 
counter Gk [i] is incremented each time an item i is included in 
a web log frequent k itemset of the WLFk with satisfaction of 
Automated Minimum Support value calculation As. For each web 
log data session transaction (wlst), prune rules from the itemset by 
using the Automated Support Confidence based Pruning (ASCP)  
and CSP (at step 15)  from this step generate all the 2 frequent 
itemsets of the pruned web log data session transaction and the 
corresponding counters are incremented (at step 24-27). At step 2 is 
not possible again perform pruning step again of  are included 
in C2=WLF1×WLF1 to be pruned to dataset Dls3 (at step 29).

Algorithm 2: Enhanced Apriori Algorithm (EAA)
Input: Number of web log items –wlm, 
web log frequent itemset (WLF1),
size of the frequent items wlmk, database log session 

Dls1, Dls2, Dls3, web log data session transaction wlst ,
global rules GR1, rules in the itemset r1, 
Automated Minimum Support value As
Output: Rule generation results 
1. Global rules (GR1,WLF1)
2. k←2
3. wlm2←|WLF1 |
4. For all i∈[1,wlm2] do
5. counts[i]←0
6. Automated Minimum Support value calculation As
7. End for 
8. D3←∅
9. For all t∈D2 do
  = globalpruning(t,G1,2) 
10. For all i∈[1,wlm2] do
11. For each rule ri in R Do
12. Find all applicable web log data session  
 instances in WLST that match ri condition
13. If ri correctly identifies in the frequent itemset WLF1
14. Mark ri as a candidate rule in the apriori algorithm
 and perform chi square testing

  
 where ei is the expected support count value 
 and fi is the observed support count value
15. if (X2 == 0.1) then
16. Remove all instances in web log session
 transaction (WLST) in the database 
 which is  covered by ri
17. end if
18. End if 
19. If ri cannot correctly cover any items in WLST
20. Remove ri from R
21. end if
22. End for
23. If  ≥2 then
24. For all {wlst i1), wlst i2)}∈ t̂|1≤i_1≤i_2≤|  | 
 do
 ∆=∆2 (wlst i1), wlst i2)
 counts[∆]←counts[∆]+1
25. End for 
26. End if 
27. If  ≥3 then
28. D3←D3∪ 
29. End if 
30. End for 
31. WLF2={c1,c2∈C2|counts[∆2 (c1, c2 )] ≥ min _supp}
32. k←3

Let WLI = {wli1,wli2,…,wlim} be a set of items. Let 'D' be a set of 
transactions, where each web log data session transaction ‘WLST’ 
is a set of items such that WLST⊂ I. The main aim of association 
rule mining is to find out rules that have support and confidence 
greater than a user-specified minsup (minimum support) and 
minconf (minimum confidence). Let D be the database with n 
itemsets WLI = {wli1,…,wlim} and let S be the support of each 
item which is distributed in an interval [a, b], where ‘a’ and ‘b’ are 
the minimum and maximum support of  D. Let M be the maximum 
number of items in D. The proposed method, first scans D to 
estimate S of each web log session item, from which the average 
support is calculated (Equation 17). This average value is used as 
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initial min-supp which is then used during the optimal minimum 
support value estimation

     (17)

The concept of AMSM is to determine min-supp of D within the 
interval [Mi, Ma], which can be implemented as a mapping f∶ [Mi, 
Ma]→[0,1]. Here, Mi is the minimum and Ma is the maximum 
support in D. As, in many cases, this mapping is hidden, it is 
necessary to find an approximate polynomial approximation 
function f# for f as given in Equation (18). Here, let X in [Mi, 
Ma] be x1,x2,…,xn  and Y in [0, 1] be [y1, y2,…,yn] as listed below. 
The proof of the equations is given by [24-25].

  (18)

Frequent Itemsets and Rule Generation
The issue of scalability with frequent pattern mining algorithms 
is addressed by the EAA algorithm. MPRPA is used to reduce 
the high number of association rules generated by enhanced HP-
FPL. Two frequently used pruning algorithms, namely, ASCP 
and CSP is used in succession to improve mining task.  Rules 
quality is identified using the parameters like C, S, N represents 
the confidence, support and number of attributes in the left hand 
side of the rule and R1 and R2 are two association rules. Using 
this method, higher ranks are assigned by quality rules. After 
ranking, the top-K rules are taken as optimal rules. The K value 
is estimated by using the rule of method k=√(n/2), where n is the 
number of association rules. The result of ASCP algorithm is a set 
of rules arranged in descending order according to its rank and is 
used as input by the CSP or DCP algorithm.

CSP Pruning   
Chi-square testing (χ2) is a well-known discrete data hypothesis 
statistics testing method, which evaluates the correlation between 
two variables and determines whether they are positively correlated 
or not (Equation 19). 

    (19)

where ei is the expected frequencies and fi is the observed 
frequencies. When the expected frequencies and the observed 
frequencies are different, the hypothesis that they are correlated 
is rejected. This method has been used in frequent itemset mining 
to prune negatively correlated rules. For example, a test can be 
done on every discovered rule, such as ∶ x → WLF, to find out 
whether the condition x is positively correlated with the frequent 
item or not. If the test result indicates negative correlation, r will 
not take any part in the later prediction and is discarded.

IV. Performance Evaluation for Database Traces Logs
This section explains EAA method for frequent itemset mining 
is evaluated by comparing the performance of the method to the 
performance of the apriori and modified apriori methods. Proposed 
work explains rule pruning strategies to remove the irrelevant 
rules thus enhances frequent itemset mining results. The client 
application in database trace log contains information with the 
size of 400M bytes with 81,417 queries given by user regarding 
total nine types of application. The preprocessed dataset has major 
dataset and select those dataset named as D1, D2, D3 & D4 for 

testing purpose. The performance accuracy of the dynamic web 
session identification methods is measured by using F-measure. 
The mean average value of precision and recall results for web 
session identification of test sequence is named as the F-Measure. 
The precision is defined as the identification of dynamic session 
based on the percentage of the truly identified web session 
correctly to the entirety number of estimated web session. The 
recall is defined as the percentage of truly identified web session 
correctly, so the F-measure is defined as follows,  

  (20)

Fig. 2: F-measure Comparison Results of all Frequent Itemset 
Mining Methods 

Fig. 2 shows the F-measure results of various frequent itemset 
mining methods such as EAA, modified apriori and apriori for 
four different datasets. From Fig. 2 observed and experimented 
that the DS-OILSD of incremental learning and EAA produces 
better F-measure values when compared to Modified apriori and 
apriori methods. 
Fig. 3, shows the precision results of various frequent itemset 
mining methods such as EAA, modified apriori and apriori , it  is 
experimented to four different datasets. From Fig. 3 it observed 
and experimented that the EAA produces best precision results 
when compared to conventional methods. 
Fig. 4 shows the accuracy comparison results of various frequent 
itemset mining methods for web log files and experimented to four 
different datasets. From Fig.4 it is experimented that proposed 
EAA produces best accuracy results compared to conventional 
methods. 

Fig. 3: Precision Comparison Results of All Frequent Itemset 
Mining Methods 
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Fig. 4: Accuracy Comparison Results of All Frequent Itemset 
Mining Methods 

Fig. 5: Memory Comparison Results of All Frequent Itemset 
Mining Methods 

Fig. 5 shows the Memory results of various frequent itemset 
mining methods for web log database trace files. These methods 
are experimented to four different datasets. From Fig.5 it is 
clear that proposed EAA uses less memory, when compared to 
conventional methods.

Fig. 6: F-measure Comparison Results Vs. Support

Fig. 6 shows the F-measure performance comparison of various 
frequent itemset mining methods with support value, it is 
experimented to four different datasets. It shows that the support 

value percentage increases for n session then F measure results 
slightly increases for proposed EAA when compared to existing 
methods.

Fig. 7: Precision Comparison Results Vs. Support

Fig. 7 shows the precision results of various frequent itemset 
mining methods and it is experimented to four different datasets. 
From Fig. 7 it is known that the EAA produces best precision 
results when compared to conventional methods. 

Fig. 8: Accuracy Comparison Results Vs. Support

In Fig. 8 the accuracy comparison results of various frequent 
itemset mining methods for web log files of four different datasets 
is shown. From Fig.8 it is clear that proposed EAA produces best 
accuracy results compared to conventional methods with different 
support percentage.

V. Conclusion and Future Work 
In this paper the mining problem of Frequent Patterns (FPs) are 
studied for web log database trace log files. Enhanced Apriori 
Algorithm (EAA) is suggested for resolving the Frequent Set 
Counting problem in Frequent itemset generation. EAA goal was 
optimization of the initial iterations of Apriori, i.e. the most time 
consuming ones considering datasets are characterized by frequent 
patterns with short or medium length. Rule pruning is completed 
using the differential MPRPA to create rule for frequent mined 
itemset in mined frequent web log session itemset. In MPRPA the 
rules are arranged in ascending order of support and confidence 
thresholds which is created by automatic support method. This 
algorithm assumes that rules which is having high support and 
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confidence values will have quality information. Pruning algorithms 
which are used are Automated Support Confidence based Pruning 
(ASCP) and Chi-Square Pruning (CSP) that are used to improve 
mining task. EAA produces best performance results for OLTP 
database samples. In mining association rules in the web usage log 
data there is a need to identify specific interestingness measures 
that, address web page issues interconnectedness through the 
website link structure. Measures which are based on the statistical 
expectedness of the association rule confidence according to the 
website link structure, when compared to the actual confidence 
of the rule according to data mining results. Leave this research 
direction for future work. 
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